Evaluation of anti-tumor property of specific and non-specific BRMs in experimental gioma by assessing the microglial cell functional and phenotypic modulations.
Microglial cells are considered to be the chief immunomodulatory cells of the brain. These cells play a crucial role against various neurodegenerative diseases. When modulated microglia have been shown to exert a potential anti-tumor immune response against brain neoplasms. Although several specific BRMs like IL-2, IFNgamma have been shown to modulate the microglia to get an effective anti-tumor immune response, associated toxicities and detrimental side effects have posed severe limitation in there use particularly for therapeutic purposes. In the present study, attempts have been made to elicit the modulations of microglia cell function and phenotypic expression following specific (IL-2, IFNgamma and a novel nonspecific BRM (corpuscular antigen) in order to determine their anti-tumor property in experimental glioma model. Brain was experimentally induced in young Druckray rats of both sexes with N-N-ethyl nitroso urea (ENU). These ENU treated animals were administered with both specific and nonspecific BRMs like IL-2, IFNgamma and SRBC either singly or in combination 5 months after ENU administration and after ascertaining its degree of malignancy. Microglial cells separated from different experimental groups were found to be positive for CD11b, MHC II, CD4 and negative for GFAP.FACS analysis demonstrated that different subtypes of microglial cell populations (CD25+, MHC II+ and CD25+MHC II+) in the brain tissue based on phenotypic expression, which were downregulated in tumor bearing animals, and subsequently restored with increased expression, particularly with SRBC administration. The Scanning Electron Microscopic (SEM) study also depicted modulation of cellular morphology of microglial cell predominantly with SRBC administration. Studies conducted ton evaluate immunological functions at the cellular level showed increased antigen presenting caopacity of microglial cell with SRBC administration, which was significantly greater then IL-2, IFNgamma and combined doses (E2_S). However phagocytic functions of microglial cells were found not to be significantly modulated with BRM treatment. The results suggest that the nonspecific BRM SRBC can exert greater modulatory effect on microglila cell function and phenotypic expression than the other BRMs used, and in doing so culminate in a potent anti tumor immune response in experimental glioma with compatible tolerance profile.